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BOARD 1: AGENDA
Introduction. “Know the other, know yourself, And the
victory will not be at risk; Know the ground, know the
natural conditions, And the victory can be total.”
(Ames).
Introduce myself: Hi, I’m John Lemay and welcome to
my basement war room.
Agenda:
• In this video in The Great Military Philosophers on
Afghanistan Series I’m going to explore The Art of
War Chapters 9, 10 and 11: Terrain.
• Chapter 9 discusses movement, but is very terrain
focused – for example, how to move through a
swamp.
• Chapters 10 and 11 have two different classification
systems for Terrain – Its nature and the effect on
troops.
• Although this series focuses on Afghanistan, today I
will give an example from Iraq.
Transition: So let’s jump right in to Chapter 10.
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BOARD 2: NATURE OF TERRAIN
• On reason there may be two classification systems that use the same concepts is that The Art of
War was likely written over a few generations by multiple authors.
• Accessible and Communicating, for example, mean the same thing.
• On my boards I use the Griffith translation because they are one word descriptors.
• The Nature of Terrain is:
• Terrain that both armies can approach freely is called accessible. (Ames). Accessible
(Griffith).
• Terrain that allows your advance but hampers your return is entangling.
(Ames). Entrapping (Griffith).
• Terrain that when entered disadvantages both our side and the enemy is ground that will
lead to a stand-off. (Ames). Indecisive (Griffith).
• Narrow pass. (Ames). Constricted (Griffith).
• Precipitous defile. (Ames). Precipitous (Griffith).
• The distant. (Ames). Distant (Griffith). Advantages same to both sides.
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BOARD 3: TERRAIN EFFECTS ON TROOPS
It is important to think about the effects terrain have on troops because this is what makes terrain
significant.
The Effects of Terrain on Troops are (Ames then Griffith translation):
• Scattering terrain (dispersive). One’s own territory. Soldiers leave their units and return to their
families.
• Marginal terrain (frontier). Small penetration into enemy territory.
• Contested terrain (key / decisive). Ground that gives an advantage.
• Intermediate terrain (communicating). Accessible to both sides.
• The strategically vital intersection (focal). Several borders meet.
• Critical terrain (serious). Deep penetration into enemy territory.
• Difficult terrain (difficult). Natural obstacles.
• Terrain vulnerable to ambush (encircled).
• Terrain from which there is no way out (death). Survive only if you fight with all you’re might.
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BOARD 4: IRAQ EXAMPLE
• This story is from the 2005-2006 time frame. During that time US Forces were training the Iraqi
military, and, of course, trying to make them in our own image. So we had a national army that
mixed Kurds, Sunni and Shia into units and then stationed those units in any part of Iraq (there
were also other types of military forces including local and “national police” and militias who were
ethnically / religiously homogenous).
• The national army in Mosul had a horrible desertion rate. Most Soldiers left without permission
for one – two weeks a month. But then they would return. This had a bad effect on unit strength
for combat missions.
• Initially the reasons US Advisors and leaders ascribed for this behavior was poor character and
bad training. However, the real reason was the pay system.
• Iraqi Soldiers were paid in cash. To get the money to their families they had to physically deliver
it. People without money in countries wracked by civil war die. Further, the Soldier had to
survive the trip (say from his posting in Mosul to his family in Baghdad) and take care of any
issues his family had (with, for example, other locals trying to kill them) before returning to his
unit.
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REFERENCES AND CONCLUSION
References:
The Art of War and Other Classics of Eastern Philosophy - Canterbury Classics (Giles Translation
1910).
Sun Tzu The Art of War - Oxford University Press (Griffith Translation 1963).
Sun Tzu The Art of Warfare - Ballantine Books (Ames Translation 1993).
On Tactics: A Theory of Victory in Battle - Naval Institute Press, B. A. Friedman, 2017.
Conclusion:
• If this presentation was valuable, please join my facebook group “Lessons of the
Afghanistan and Iraq Wars.” https://www.fb.com/groups/WarLessons/
• Please share on social media and comment!
• Additionally, if you would like a look behind the scenes of The Basement War Room, sign up for
the newsletter on my website. https://mailchi.mp/83e750381519/thebasementwarroom
• Thank you for watching!
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